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Executive Summery
This investigation was undertaken to highlight the complexity surrounding the ecological decline of

Lake Horowhenua. Many outstanding scientific reports have been written about Lake Horowhenua but

they do not cover the historical aspects of what actually led to the decline and why there is still so

much unrest regarding the lake. Through exploring the lakes history up to current day, it becomes

evident that culture change and differing beliefs, as to how the natural environment is valued and

what its perceived ‘use’ is have played an enormous factor in the subsequent decline.

Lake Horowhenua is fresh water, small, shallow, hypotrophic lake located on the West Coast of the

lower North Island in the district of Horowhenua. It has an extensive Maori history dating back several

centuries. Lake Horowhenua and Hokio Stream were considered a taonga as they were bountiful in

aquatic life. Historical accounts tell of wondrous eel populations that sustained communities and were

fiercely fought over. The clean, abundant waters, richly forested lands and the life giving properties of

Lake Horowhenua were the envy of many tribes.
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Lake Horowhenua has a surface area of 2.9km and average depth of <2 metres. It is fed through both

groundwater and several small spring fed streams. Lake Horowhenua has one outlet the Hokio

Stream. The lake receives all of Levin’s storm water and up until 1987 it received Levin’s treated

sewage. This contributed substantially to its hypotrophic condition.

Lake Horowhenua’s catchment has soils that are advantageous to agriculture and horticulture. Land

use within the catchment is primarily sheep and beef farming and dairy. Land on gravel plains has the

benefit of being relatively free draining however this has led to serious leeching of nutrients in

particular nitrogen. Sedimentation of Lake Horowhenua was caused through 25 years of sewage

discharge. Not only has reduced the Lakes overall depth but has seriously over loaded the lake with

phosphorus. The cumulative effects of these two nutrients have caused the over population of

nuisance weed growth and annual toxic algae blooms. Sedimentation has also been a large

contributing factor to native fish species decline. Although P content of the lake was reduced by 90%

once the sewage was diverted, Levin’s Queen Street storm water drain still contributes 80% of the

surface P load. Run-off from land which contains top soil, nutrients and effluent, further contribute to

the already over-loaded ecosystem of Lake Horowhenua.

Dr Max Gibbs a NIWA scientist conducted an extensive report into Lake Horowhenua in 2011. Gibbs

described the lake’s ecological status as being very poor and its toxic levels could kill a small child,

he recommended that it is in need of urgent remedial action. Still no action has been taken.

Unearthing the reasons as to why and how the decline happened, the cultural implications and the

social beliefs and structures of that time, not only helps us foster humility and understanding for one

another but visually shows the cause and effect of choices made. If from humility we can gain

insights into our own responsibilities regarding an environmental disaster and begin to acknowledge

that we as a culture played a contributing factor, it is hoped that the current situation of Lake

Horowhenua will be rehabilitated. It is not just the environmental aspect of Lake Horowhenua that is

the issue but those who live in the proximity of the lake, those that are allowed to continue to abuse

the lake without accountability, and those that have historical and spiritual connections to the lake, in

which the decline continually impacts.

The time line of events plots the early Maori history and goes on through to early settlement

illustrating how the development of Levin began to alter the environment around Lake Horowhenua.

Key events are highlighted which created extreme change in land modification and the impacts of this

modification. Cultural Maori beliefs and their sustainable existence was literally absorbed and

disregarded. Though Maori fought for their rights, much legislation was put in place that made it very

difficult for them to continue with their obligation of kaitiaki. Once the pollution got so bad from the

sewage many Maori families were forced to leave their land. The time line makes it easier to

understand the roots of the ecological decline of the lake and will leads us to question why many of

the decisions were made and whom these decisions really profited. It shows that in a capitalist

development there are winners and losers. Lake Horowhenua and its Maori owners were clear losers.

In reality we are all losers as biodiversity decline and the impacts of ill-managed land intensification

will eventually impact the entire population.

Using Worsters Conceptual Model of Structural Relationships in Environmental History (1990) we

can summarise the individual elements that contributed to the decline of Lake Horowhenua. Although

the elements can be seen as separate, through the application of Worsters model the inter-

connectedness of these elements becomes clear. Worster uses ecological, production and cognitive

themes to explore structure in environmental change. This model helps us understand that culture
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difference, technological advancements such as rail and refrigeration coupled with the lack of

understanding or humility has led to great unrest and ecological decline. Maori beliefs were in

complete contrast to those of the Europeans, in particular with their regard to water. The European

settlers did not come with the intention of destroying Lake Horowhenua but were merely following an

ethos of the time.

Lake Horowhenua could be seen as a microcosm of what has happened across New Zealand since

colonisation first begun. The bringing together of two vastly different cultures has resulted in both

environmental and social degradation. In an effort to try and understand why and how Lake

Horowhenua has become so degraded a holistic approach was adopted to view the situation as a

whole and look at the complete story. Through unravelling the past it became clear that Lake

Horowhenua became a victim of an invading culture based upon economic development through

exploitation for production and profit.
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Introduction
The scope of this report is to explore all the contributing factors that had eventuated in the severe

ecological break down of Lake Horowhenua. Many outstanding reports have been written on the

environmental aspects of the lake but fail to take into account the history behind the decline. Lake

Horowhenua has a complex past in which this report helps unravel and connects certain historical

events with the subsequent situation. Through this unravelling process it becomes clear that cultural

differences in how nature is perceived, has had an immense impact on the ecological integrity of the

lake. The physical aspects of Lake Horowhenua and its catchment have been included along with the

causative pollutants, where they come from and what their impact is.

Methodology
Much of this report was compiled through extensive research of both current and historical accounts

of Lake Horowhenua. Both factual and anecdotal evidence was used. The more recent scientific

reports were used to gain an understanding and knowledge of what the key pollutants are, where they

are coming from and what their impacts are on the Lake ecology. Personal interviews were

undertaken with people that the decline of Lake Horowhenua personally impacts and whom are trying

to create a change. Visits to the lake were taken for photographic evidence and visual support.

Newspaper articles, both past and present were used to gain an insight into the past and current

perceptions held of the lake by the general public and how stories of the lake are characterised.

Background

Location of Lake Horowhenua
Lake Horowhenua is located in the middle of Muaupoko’s rohe on the West Coast of the Lower North

Island in the Horowhenua district. Its closest main town is Levin, which is in the Southern Manawatu

– Wanganui region (see figure 1).

Figure 1: Location of Lake Horowhenua Image Source:

http://horowhenua.kete.net.nz/site/topics/show/1770-horowhenua-district
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Maori History of lake Horowhenua and its Catchment
The Maori settlements within the Horowhenua district and around Lake Horowhenua have been there

for several centuries. The whakapapa consists of three main groups, the people of Kurahaupo waka

from Mahia, the descendants of Aotea waka from South Taranaki and the resident peoples of

Horowhenua prior to Muaupoko settlement (White, 1998).

In the early nineteenth century Maori migrations from the north, primarily Ngati Toa, fought and

defeated the Muaupoko. Despite these defeats Muaupoko were reinstated a 20,000 acre strip of land

centred around Lake Horowhenua. This land was shared with members of Ngati Apa and Ngati

Raukawa (White, 1998).

Lake Horowhenua was abundant in fresh water life which included tuna (eel), inanga, kokopu and

koaro (whitebait species), as well as water birds and kereru. The lake and surrounding catchment was

also richly forested from the lake edges inland to the Tararua Range. Such tree species included nikau,

totara, matai and rimu were inland of the lake whilst kahikatea, pukatea and rata occupied the wetter

areas. The significance and ecological resource that the lake and its forested catchment provided for

the Horowhenua Maori was extremely significant, it can be partially illustrated through the words of

lake trustee Jim Broughton he said ‘Our people did not need to garden any kai” (MfE, 2001)

Historical accounts of those written by G Leslie Adkin 1948 and through the report written by James

Cowan 1908 for the Department of Tourist and health clearly state how valuable Lake Horowhenua

was to the Maori people both ecologically and strategically. Cowan commented on the remarkable

islets or defence mounds (fortified pa) that were constructed by Muaupoko which acted as defence

sites for invading tribes. Cowan’s reports states that Te Rangimairehau, the Chief of the Ngatihine

Hapu agreed with Cowan that the remaining bush surrounding Lake Horowhenua needed

preservation for future generations. He added concern over the disappearance of the native birds

through the destruction of the forest (Cowan, 1908). Even in these early times Maori were witnessing

and realising the impacts of change on the natural environment.

Observations of Eel fishing has shown that the lakes outlet Hokio Stream was an essential part of

Muaupoko’s economic, health and social well-being, with a thriving population of eel that supported

the infrastructure of 24 eel weirs along the 5 km length of the stream and the creation of artificial

ponds in which to keep eels alive in for later harvest. Eels were also dried and traded. This abundant

food and economic source was jealously guarded by the Muaupoko. Indeed, much blood was shed in

the protection of this taonga (White, 1998). This can also go some way towards illustrating how the

waterways were so important to Maori and how their very livelihoods, culture and survival depended

upon the ecological health or ‘Mana’ of the waterway.

Lake Horowhenua has an interesting history in terms of ownership rights, conflicts between

Muaupoko and the Crown, settlement agreements, legislation, management, and the subsequent

decline. The content of this report does not feature the entire extensive legal history, court hearings,

and battles with the local and regional councils, but does feature some major decisions that both

impacted on the ecological integrity of Lake Horowhenua and illustrated a changing perception, in

terms of the lakes usefulness.

An interesting point to consider when exploring the history of Lake Horowhenua, which contrasts to

other lakes within New Zealand, is that the Crown never assumed ownership. This is considered

unusual for the time as the Crown was eager to establish ownership of all New Zealand lakes. For

example in the case of the Wairarapa lakes the Crown continually augured that Maori only held
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fishing rights and nothing else. It was only due to determined activities of Maori that the Crown

admitted Maori ownership. The reasoning for this is still unclear; however it has led to some

questionable legislation being put in place, White (1998) importantly points out that the Muaupoko

Maori never mounted a campaign against the Crown to retain title to Lake Horowhenua; this could

imply that they had no reason to do so.

Image: Lake Horowhenua painting by Barrand c. 1860 (Horowhenua Library Trust, 2009)

The painting shows the lake, the artificial islands, the Tararua Ranges in the background, Te Maai

Ridge in the extreme left foreground and the head of Hokio Stream.

Image: Lake Horowhenua today (Sarah Williams, 2012)

The Natural Features of a Receiving Environment
The receiving environment from human activity will always be impacted differently depending on the

physical make-up of the water body for example wetlands, lakes, rivers, streams and estuaries will

differ greatly in their flow, how much water they receive, how fast the water travels, average rain fall,

land use within the catchment and the natural topography and geology of the location. It’s generally
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understood that the greater the natural vulnerability of the water body, more severe the impacts will be

(PCE, 2012).

Physical Make-up of Lake Horowhenua and its Main Water Flows

Formed 9000 years ago, Lake Horowhenua is a fresh water, shallow, coastal dune barrage lake. It lies

in a natural depression created by an old course of the Ohua River; the lake was dammed through

sand blown from the surrounding dune belt. Without afforestation the windblown sand from the dunes

will eventually cover the lake (T & A, 2009). Lake Horowhenua has a surface area of 2.9km and an

average depth of < 2 metres. The main significant water source entering the lake is from a number of

submerged springs along the eastern shore. The lake also receives water from several small streams.

The largest of these being the Arawhata Stream which accounts for 70% of the in-flow surface water.

Ground water supplies the lake with 50% of its inflow, mainly from submerged springs along the

eastern shore. Typically run-off from land is increased during the winter months of June to August.

The lake additionally receives Levin’s storm water from the Queen Street Drain which accounts for

another 15% of surface water (MfE, 2001).

In total the surface catchment area that feeds into the lake is 43.6km of which 20% is occupied by

Levin Township. Lake Horowhenua has one outflow to sea, which travels 5km’s – Hokio Stream.

Topography

The catchment topography is generally flat. The township of Levin has a gradual slope of 80 metres

towards the lake. There is extensive surface storm water drainage infrastructure (Queen Street Drain)

from Levin to manage an average rainfall of 1095mm per year. The surface catchment receives 40%

of this (HRC, 1998).

Soil Types

(See Figure Two)

Soil types of the catchment are split into three distinct units:

 Very flat low lying areas of peaty, highly fertile soils, interspersed with sand country

 Coastal sandy soils, and higher sandstone, loess covered terraces all of which are vulnerable

to wind and water erosion

 Gravel plains

Much of the soils in the catchment are LUC Class I and Class II. Both these soil classes are versatile

and productive. They can be used for multiple activities due to the nature of their texture and drainage

qualities. Class II has slight limitations with a higher degree of erosion and flooding potential. Both

these soil classes have been highlighted as soil that needs conserving and protecting

Lakes are a living History
Lakes are generally more vulnerable than rivers to environmental pollution due to the decreased

nature of water flow in and out of the water body. Consequently lakes act like ‘sinks’ retaining

pollutants and sediment that come in from the catchment. Sediment can hold pollutants such as

phosphorous which becomes readily trapped within the lake and gradually builds up over time. This

does occur as a natural process but human activities around Lake Horowhenua such as de-forestation,

bad on- farm management practises, drainage channels and treated sewage being discharged into the

lake for 25 years, have fast-tracked this process considerably (HRC, 1998). The natural processes of a

shallow, low flushing lake such as Lake Horowhenua cannot assimilate such accelerated amounts of



sediment. This rapid build-up has

has opened it up to further difficulties

lake environment over time (PCE, 2012).

impacting the water quality of the lake

way, lakes can be viewed as a livi

The Current Ecological Status of Lake Horowhenua
Dr Max Gibbs from NIWA conducted a study on La

ecological status as being very poor.

still in the stages of decline due to increasing levels of nutrient and sediment load.

water quality and recreational values are all poor

urgent need of remedial action’.

Figure two showing the main soil types around Lake Horowhenua

http://www.horizons.govt.nz/assets/publications/managing

strategies/Lake-Horo-and-Hokio

Lake Horowhenua and its Catchment

Lake Depth

Lake Horowhenua was once much deeper than what it currently is. The weir that controls the lake

keeps it a near constant level of 9.1 metres. However, due to extreme sediment build up the lakes

average depth is only <2 metres (

warms up over the spring and summer
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up has not only decreased the average depth of the lake

to further difficulties. Pollutants held in the sediment are slowly released into the

PCE, 2012). This ‘lag’ time will continue for many years

impacting the water quality of the lake and creating advantageous conditions for algae growth

living history of previous land use decisions and management of.

The Current Ecological Status of Lake Horowhenua
Dr Max Gibbs from NIWA conducted a study on Lake Horowhenua in 2011. He described its current

ecological status as being very poor. ‘Lake Horowhenua is hypertrophic, shallow and degraded. It is

still in the stages of decline due to increasing levels of nutrient and sediment load.

water quality and recreational values are all poor’. Gibbs goes on to say that ‘Lake Horowhenua is in

.

Figure two showing the main soil types around Lake Horowhenua

http://www.horizons.govt.nz/assets/publications/managing-our-environment/publications

Hokio-stream-and-catchment-management-strategy.pdf

and its Catchment as a Receiving Environment

Lake Horowhenua was once much deeper than what it currently is. The weir that controls the lake

constant level of 9.1 metres. However, due to extreme sediment build up the lakes

average depth is only <2 metres (Gibbs, 2011). Being so shallow means the lakes averag

up over the spring and summer months. Light is able to penetrate more freely to the bottom of
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verage depth of the lake considerably but

are slowly released into the

continue for many years persistently

and creating advantageous conditions for algae growth. In this

and management of.

ke Horowhenua in 2011. He described its current

Lake Horowhenua is hypertrophic, shallow and degraded. It is

still in the stages of decline due to increasing levels of nutrient and sediment load. The lakes fisheries,

Lake Horowhenua is in

environment/publications-plans-and-

strategy.pdf

Lake Horowhenua was once much deeper than what it currently is. The weir that controls the lake

constant level of 9.1 metres. However, due to extreme sediment build up the lakes

Being so shallow means the lakes average temperature

e freely to the bottom of
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the lake due to its shallowness. This cumulates with existing conditions of eutrophication and results

in rapid weed growth (HDC, 1998).

Catchment Land use

The land use surrounding Lake Horowhenua has been severely exploited due to its natural fertility,

drainage properties and topography. As the time line illustrates, intensification and mass land

alteration begun in the mid 1800’s. De-forestation, drainage of the swamp and wetlands reduced the

capability of Lake Horowhenua’s natural protective and filtration mechanisms, along with decreasing

vital habitat for native fish and bird life. Rapid urbanisation and the introduction of livestock and the

use chemical fertilisers have had a severe impact on the lakes ecological viability thus limiting its life-

supporting functions and eco-system services.

The usefulness of the naturally advantageous conditions for agriculture and horticulture was quickly

utilised and has primarily impacted the lake through its surface and ground water inputs with both

diffused and point source pollution. Additionally, stock has been able to roam freely along the banks

of both the lake and its streams, directly excreting into the water and contributing to further soil

erosion and browsing on any remaining wet land plants (Gibbs, 2011).

Major land use in the catchment is primarily sheep and beef farming at 52%, seconded by dairy

farming which occupies 19%. Dairy farming is mainly situated around Arawhata Stream which

accounts for the highest external N load going into the Lake (Gibbs, 2011).

Soil / Rock Types

Both the main soil / rock types above Lake Horowhenua are prone to leeching and /or erosion.

Sediment is easily carried from the sandstone hills which once would have been heavily forested.

However, due to the majority of water entering the lake being spring fed, much of the sediment in

Lake Horowhenua comes from adjoining land use practises and sewage discharge (see sedimentation).

Once the forest was clear felled the vulnerable soils underneath were exposed to physical weathering,

and began an erosion problem, although anecdotal, this was first observed in the 1880’s (Dreaver,

2010).

The gravel plains offer a free-draining environment, which is perfect for many types of land use but

lends itself to a faster leeching rate. The density of discharging waste on to land consents is the

highest for any catchment in the entire Manawatu – Wanganui region, outside the Manawatu River

Catchment (HDC, 1998) Good land management practises of fertilizer application management

budgets, waste to land discharge rates and timing, and appropriate stocking numbers are vital on soils

of this type, especially when they overlie aquifers or near waterways, as in the case of lake

Horowhenua (HDC, 1998).

Sedimentation

Sedimentation within Lake Horowhenua is one of the contributing factors to the extreme decline of

native fish, invertebrate numbers and overall water quality within the lake (Gibbs, 2011). Sediment

behaves in two ways;

 It can blanket the lake surface filling vital spaces between the stones and gravels which

provide habitat, feeding and spawning areas for aquatic life. Lake Horowhenua has an

extensive sediment layer, which accounts for over half the total lake depth. This layer
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provides perfect conditions for the exotic weed Polamogeton crispus which, when the

conditions become right overwhelms the lakes surface (Gibbs, 2011).

 Creates turbidity within the water column. Lake Horowhenua’s shallow nature and

geographical location exposes it to high winds and the water easily becomes aerated. This

along with motor boat activity stirs the sediment up and creates turbid conditions. Suspended

sediment makes it visually difficult for fish such as trout and koura to find food. It can also

damage fish gills and other delicate body parts as well inhibiting plant growth through

decreased light (PCE, 2012).

Sedimentation in Lake Horowhenua primarily came from the sewage system which began directly

discharging (point source pollution) treated sewage into the lake from 1952 – 1987. The sewage also

accounts for the accelerated nutrient levels, which has led to the present hypertrophic condition.

Drainage ditches have been dug through swamp and wet lands, run-off from dairy sheds and direct

stock access have also contributed to high sediment levels within the lake (Gibbs, 2011).

Nutrient Inputs, Algae Blooms and Exotic Weed

In February 2012 Lake Horowhenua was reported as being ‘toxic enough to kill a small child if the

conditions were right and cyanobacteria was present’ (Dominion Post, 2012). This came as a shock to

most people in the region and does not meet the criteria for public reserve status.

Nitrogen and Phosphorus are part of an annual nutrient cycle that supports, and favours, the growth of

nuisance weed populations and severe toxic algal blooms. This cycle also contributes to varying

dissolved oxygen levels in the water, which when too low or too high can kill fish populations.

Phosphorus

Much of the phosphorus is contained within the sediment layer that has built up from sewage

discharge over 25 years. When conditions become right (anoxic) and the water is stirred up through

winds or motor boat activity, phosphorus is released from the sediment into the water and encourages

algae growth

Despite the P content of the water decreasing by an estimated 90% after the sewage was diverted

(Vant & Gilliland, 1991), there are still inputs of P entering the lake. 80% of the external current P

load comes directly from the Queen Street Drain in Levin. This storm water has been attributed as the

main source (point source pollution). Being on gradual 80 metre decline, this is an easy option, but no

longer viable without filtration mechanisms, for dealing with storm water. Much of the P entering the

storm water will come from the over application of P fertilizers and surrounding land run-off, urban

lawns, gardens, playing fields, market gardens and so forth.

Nitrogen

Nitrogen inputs come primarily from leeching and the discharge of nutrient rich water onto land and

into the waterways. Nitrogen plays a large role in nuisance weed growth. Often this is caused through

inappropriate land management practises, the over use of fertilizers and large stocking numbers

through the intensification of dairy farming. The Lakes largest inflow, Arawhata Stream increased its

mean nitrogen level from 10,500 mg m-3 in 1989 to 13,600 mg m-3 in 2008 this has been attributed to

the increase in dairy farming within the streams catchment. Horticulture and small market gardening

also contribute to nitrogen inputs. Many farms still have no protection in place to stop stock excreting

directly into the streams that run through their paddocks. This further adds to nitrogen and E. coli

loads (Gibbs, 2011).
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Algae Bloom Lake Horowhenua

Image: http://www.mfe.govt.nz/publications/ser/snapshot-lake-water-quality-nov06/html/index.html

Other Factors that contribute to Native Fish Decline

The weir in Hokio Stream acts as a barrier to diadromous fish species. Diadromous species are those

that require access between the ocean and their preferred fresh water habitat to complete their life

cycles (James & Joy, 2008). Species such as black flounder, grey mullet and smelt would have

difficulty in accessing the lake if the water quality became healthy enough to support them. Gibbs,

2011, suggested that fish passage around the weir would enable access.

Why Use History to Explore Current Environmental Problems?
‘In studying environmental change, it is best to assume that most human activities have environmental

consequences and that change in natural systems (whether induced by humans or nature itself) almost

inevitably effects human beings’ (Cronon, 1993).

Through exploring the story behind the ecological decline and highlighting the main features of

change to Lake Horowhenua and its catchment, almost ‘exposing’ the roots of the problem will help

us gain a greater insight into the conditions of the past that continue to affect Lake Horowhenua in the

present.

Unearthing the reasons as to why and how the decline happened, the cultural implications and the

social beliefs and structures of that time, not only helps us foster humility and understanding for one

another but visually shows the cause and effect of choices made. If from humility we can gain

insights into our own responsibilities regarding an environmental disaster and begin to acknowledge

that we as a culture played a contributing factor, it is hoped that corrective action for Lake

Horowhenua will finally begin. In essence, by telling the story of Lake Horowhenua we speak on the

lakes behalf.

As Cronon, 1993 advocates it is not just the environmental aspect of Lake Horowhenua that is the

issue but those who live in the proximity of the lake, those that are allowed to continue to abuse the

lake without accountability, and those that have historical and spiritual connections to the lake, which

the decline continually impacts. Indeed, it is these people, the local and regional councils along with

scientists that hold the keys in solving the present ecological problems, which began in the past, for

the future generations, that will live alongside Lake Horowhenua.
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Historical Time line of Events that Influenced Cultural Change which Resulted in the

Extensive Ecological Decline of Lake Horowhenua

 1820: The district, then held by Muaupoko and Ngati Mamoe, was raided by Te Rauparaha

and Tamati Waka Nene. The Southern part of Horowhenua, which contained the future Levin

site, became part of the Ngati Raukawa Territory. The Muaupoko were awarded a 20,000 acre

strip (McLintock, 2009).

 1832: Hector McDonald, a pioneering European settler in Levin District famous for his West

Coast grazing runs, leased 12,000 acres of land from Muaupoko and Ngati Raukawa, in which

he ran cattle and 2000 sheep. At this time the Horowhenua land had little modification, no

fences and only one homestead (Dreaver, 1984).

 1858: McDonald operated a coach service along the coast between Wanganui and

Wellington. The McDonald’s ran a stable and accommodation service for travellers.

 The accommodation house served as link for the developing colonial society and the

Coastal Maori villages of Horowhenua. It has been written that the McDonalds had a

fruitful and joyous relationship with Maori, to the extent where the McDonald

children were raised bilingual, knowledge from both cultures was shared and great

gatherings were held on ‘rent’ collection days (Dreaver, 1998).

 1872: Tensions between Muaupoko and Ngati Raukawa had been steadily growing over the

past years as to the relative rights over Horowhenua land. Major Kemp (Muaupoko leader,

military leader, assessor and land purchase officer) had historical grievance from earlier

conquests with Ngati Raukawa became actively involved in securing the vanquished land for

the Muaupoko. To avoid war, of a 400 strong Muaupoko Maori army, (which would have

been extremely disturbing for the emerging colonial settlement, a view supported by

McDonald) Native Minister, Donald Mclean invested the issue to the Native Land Court

(Dreaver, 1984).

 The court awarded the Muaupoko the original 20,000 acre strip plus an additional

30,000 acres of land. The Raukawa were only awarded 10,000 acres as a consequence

of their conquest and subsequent occupation (White, 1998). Dreaver 1984 stated that

that the judge’s decision was severely influenced through the threat of war and Kemp

had stated that the Muaupoko land was to be doubled. Kemp was the sole trustee of

this land (White, 1998).

 1880’s: From the 1880’s onwards the district was enthusiastically opened to European

settlement. It was noted that Major Kemp, at this time, warned Maori ‘if you sell your land,

you become slaves’ (Dreaver, 1984).

 Throughout the next six years much of the land was clear felled, which included the

burning off of the fern and toetoe. This destruction of the natural environment

resulted in the breaking up of sand hills making more land available for pastoral use
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however; it also began the problem of sandstone erosion. The appearance was so

radically altered by this time that it was said ‘if a man was to cast his eye across the

land, who had not seen it since 1870, he would not recognise it (Dreaver, 1984).

 The first shipment of Superphosphate arrived in New Zealand. This began a new era

in intensified productivity as it greatly increased the efficiency of New Zealand soils.

Unfortunately it was too early to have knowledge of the environmental impacts of

nutrient leeching into ground and surface water, and how cadmium accumulates in

the soil.

 1882: The first shipment of frozen meat using refrigeration technology left New Zealand for

England. This is considered a turning point for New Zealand’s economic history. ‘It turned

the blessing of a good climate for pastoral farming into a major economic resource’ (Cleland,

2009). Cleland goes on to say ‘with the incentives to generate revenue from both wool and

meat the motivations to break in new land for sheep farming were considerable. Large scale

land clearance occurred right through to the 2nd half of the 20th Century’

 Up to 1886 ‘lake side’ produce was being grown by both Pakeha and Maori alike.

This included corn, potatoes and meat. Much of this was sold in the markets in

Wellington. Relationships between both cultures were considered good-natured

(Dreaver, 1984). Much of the lakes surrounding land had now been converted into

farm land.

 1886: Major Kemp was approached by the government to sell 4000 acres of Horowhenua

land. This land, due to its natural fertility and access to waterways, was considered to be

perfect for the Village Settlement Scheme and would assist the developing Market Town. The

Village Settlement Scheme was set up to help many of the unemployed take up sections.

According to Drummond, 1907 this was a great blessing to the settlers and their families.

 Due to mounting personal financial debt and failing health, Kemp considered the

offer with a vision of a multi-racial urban community called ‘Taitoko’. He stipulated

that ‘the lake and streams would be preserved for the Maori in perpetuity’ (Dreaver,

2010).

 The Wellington and Manawatu Railway Co were granted a nine mile strip of land

from Major Kemp for its line through the Horowhenua Block. Railway connections

with Wellington and Palmerston North were also established. Rail has been described

as New Zealands ‘engine of colonisation’ as it helped open up the economy linking

new European settlements to ports. Atkinson, 2007 wrote that rail was heralded as

‘opening up the economy which in-turn encouraged greater production levels which

ultimately increased the wealth of the dominion’ This era was witness to increasingly

more land being acquired and cleared for the growth of dairy and pastoral farming.

 Horowhenua Block was sub-divided into 14 blocks, of which the lake was in block

number 11 (see figure 3) which included 15 acres of land which extended to the sea.



 Major Kemp owned Horowhenua Block Two which also butted the lake side. He

offered to sell this land to the government with a proposal that a reserve was created

between the lake and the newly proposed town. At this time the government refused

his proposition (White, 1998).

Figure 3: Map showing the 1886 sub

Image: White, 1998

 1887: Hector McDonald (senior) died. By this time the family had built up a

The farm and business was handed down to his eldest son.

 The government purchased Block T

conditions of a reserve being created (White, 1998).

 The sub-division of Horowhenua land was a long and complex affair. Eventually due

to mounting pressure Kemp was forced to sell the land at a lower than originally

discussed price. Balla

was set out by a Pakeha authority (Dreaver, 2010).

 1889: The town, suburban and rural sections were made available for sale or selection. By

this point European settlers were

Major Kemps final recorded words included

as sustenance for the Maori people’

 1896: The Native Appellate Court determined the ownership

fishing easement, the lake, a one chain strip running along the north bank of the Hokio Stream

and around the lake. The reserve was formally invested in trustees for all members of the

Muaupoko (White, 1998).
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Major Kemp owned Horowhenua Block Two which also butted the lake side. He

offered to sell this land to the government with a proposal that a reserve was created

between the lake and the newly proposed town. At this time the government refused

his proposition (White, 1998).

Figure 3: Map showing the 1886 sub-division of Horowhenua Block and the surrounding land

Hector McDonald (senior) died. By this time the family had built up a

The farm and business was handed down to his eldest son.

The government purchased Block Two from Major Kemp without any

conditions of a reserve being created (White, 1998).

division of Horowhenua land was a long and complex affair. Eventually due

to mounting pressure Kemp was forced to sell the land at a lower than originally

rice. Ballance’s village of ‘small holdings’ was adopted. A new agenda

was set out by a Pakeha authority (Dreaver, 2010).

The town, suburban and rural sections were made available for sale or selection. By

this point European settlers were becoming firmly established. Major Kemp died. Some of

Major Kemps final recorded words included ‘sell no more land; keep the remainder you have

as sustenance for the Maori people’ (Dreaver, DNZB, 2010

Native Appellate Court determined the ownership of Block 11. It reserved as a

fishing easement, the lake, a one chain strip running along the north bank of the Hokio Stream

and around the lake. The reserve was formally invested in trustees for all members of the

Muaupoko (White, 1998).
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offered to sell this land to the government with a proposal that a reserve was created

between the lake and the newly proposed town. At this time the government refused
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of Block 11. It reserved as a

fishing easement, the lake, a one chain strip running along the north bank of the Hokio Stream

and around the lake. The reserve was formally invested in trustees for all members of the
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 1897: The town Levin, named after William Hort Levin a director of the Wellington and

Manawatu Railway Co, is in the immediate locality of Lake Horowhenua. The local Pakeha

began to desire the lake and its surrounding land as a reserve for public use. John Stevens,

representative of Manawatu asked the Minister of Lands to purchase the Lake from its native

owners reserving their rights to their eel and other fisheries. He added that it would also be

suitable for regattas and felt action must be taken soon as to avoid the difficulties experienced

in the Wairarapa lakes. He urged ‘difficulties that had cost the natives a great deal of trouble

and had also cost the colony a great deal of money’

 The Department of Tourist and Health Resorts commissioned James Cowan to write a

report on Lake Horowhenua. Cowan’s recommendations included: The remaining

native bush should be preserved, the ‘native’ life should encourage visitor interest,

that if the Maori fishing rights and the snaring and shooting of water birds was

preserved they should co-operate with the Europeans more readily. The land elected

for the reserve had Ngati Apa residing along its shore, Cowan felt that Muaupoko and

Ngati Apa would never agree. Therefore he recommended the land should be

obtained under the ‘new Act dealing with scenic reserves’ and explain to the Maori

that their ancestral rights would not be interfered with, beyond preserving the

remaining native bush, afterwards (White, 1998).

 These plans were set into motion. The lake was not to be included in the reserve, only

the surrounding land. However, there were many legal delays and much lobbying

from both Maori and politicians. A lot of this was over title of Lake Horowhenua.

Premier Seddon had also taken a shine to the lake, expressing his favour for it. He

assured interested parties that the lake would be obtained when the government was

empowered to compulsorily acquire native land (White, 1998).

 The surrounding land use within Lake Horowhenua’s and its catchment had changed

dramatically. Everything was being intensified. The main industries consisted of:

large scale pastoral farming, dairy farming with a creamery, piggery, cropping,

horticulture, a slaughter house, poultry rearing, orchards and a large highly

productive timber and saw mill trade (CCL, 1897). As with most growing New

Zealand settlements all the untreated waste generated from these industries was

directed to the nearest waterway (PCE, 2012).

 1905: A meeting was held between Premier Seddon, native Minister Carroll, Muaupoko and a

delegation of local Pakeha at Levin’s Boating Club. Problems leading up to this meeting had

included difficulties with Maori and Pakeha relations concerning access to boating on the

lake. The meeting led to an agreement. This agreement featured 9 main points which formed

the basis of the Lake Horowhenua Act 1905.

 The Horowhenua Lake Act 1905

The Act was passed in October 1905. The original ‘agreement’ was not implemented in the

final act. Important points which would have aided in the preservation of Maori spiritual

belief, preservation of Mana and their cultural identity, along with ecological protection of

Lake Horowhenua itself, were omitted.
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Many politicians felt the Muaupoko had acted in huge generosity in gifting the colony with

such a splendid reserve and they should be acknowledged for this. However, the Muaupoko

agreed to the ‘original terms’ of the Act and not the ones that became the final Act. Lake

Horowhenua was declared a recreational reserve. A Domain Board was established to manage

the reserve (White, 1998). From this time onwards to present day Muaupoko have to fight,

through the courts for their right of kaitiakitanga of Lake Horowhenua.

 1911: between the years of 1905 – 1911, under the management of the Domain Board, trout

had been introduced into the lake and had become abundant. It was suggested that perch and

other exotic fish species should be introduced to widen the appeal of fishing Lake

Horowhenua. The Pakeha community wished for better access to fishing the lake and pushed

for a lifting of the embargo against fishing the lake waters (which operated in the case of all

but men of Maori blood). The community felt with this lifted, weekend visitors from Napier

and Wellington would come to the area and increase local revenue (Horowhenua Chronicle,

1911).

 1914: This marks a point in Lake Horowhenua’s history when Maori lost ‘ownership’ of the

lake. The Crown Office was approached on the question of Maori fishing rights. This had

been brought on due to the mounting tension between Pakeha and Maori fishing the lake. As a

portion the land around the lake was now owned by Europeans. The Crown office stated ‘that

no native owner of adjoining land could point to any defined portion of the lake as owned or

lawfully occupied by him’. This opinion concluded that The Lake Horowhenua Act 1905 only

confirmed Maori’s access and fishing rights not ownership. It added that these fishing rights

only applied to ‘native’ fresh water fish not trout and salmon, therefore Pakeha fishing for

trout and salmon does not interfere with those rights (White, 1998).

 1916: Amendment of The Lake Horowhenua Act 1906 by the Reserves and Other Lands

Disposal and Public Bodies Empowering Act 1916

 Through the amendments The Domain Board’s authority extended to the one chain

strip of land and Hokio Stream. The reserve now included the lake and the one chain

strip. The constitution of the reserves board was also changed; in effect the minimum

quota of Maori board members had now become the maximum (White,1998).

 1917: A further 13 acres of land was transferred to the control of the board. Perceptions of the

lake had begun to alter. In an edition of The Horowhenua Chronicle 1917 Lake Horowhenua

was noted as being the ‘less beautiful’ lake when compared with the neighbouring lake, Lake

Papaitonga, which was privately owned. In the past it was seen as equal in beauty. The

Chronicle supported the newly constituted board and was hoping for increased facilities for

‘pleasure seekers’ and holiday-makers. This included a refreshment outlet and a motor-launch

plant.
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 1921: A Land Drainage Report issued to Parliament illustrated how extensive swamp and

marsh lands, periodically flooded bottom lands and flood plain slopes of rivers were seen as

‘useless land’. It highlighted how drainage operations were bringing this land into profit. It

recommended that many untouched areas throughout New Zealand need to be ‘brought to

hand’ and the swamps of the Dominion must be claimed.

 1925: The Lowering of Lake Horowhenua: In accordance with the Land Drainage Act

1908, the land surrounding Lake Horowhenua was constituted a land drainage district. Local

farmers both Pakeha and Maori (Ngati Raukawa) frustrated with periodic flooding and the

subsequent economic loss, had pleaded that the district became a drainage district. The law

supported a majority vote of rate payers, of who were mostly European land owners.

Unfortunately the law held no provision for those who would be impacted from subsequent

drainage works, thus the Muaupoko had no legal standing in terms of a diminished fishery, of

which much of their economic livelihood and cultural sustenance was based upon (White,

1998).

 1926: The Local Legislation Act: This act allowed the drainage board to begin works on the

land surrounding the lake, the widening and deepening of the Hokio Stream, regulating,

removal and replacement of eel weirs and the regulation of any work that would lower the

lake level. The Act also ensured the protection of existing rights of recreational users of the

lake (Local Legislation Act, 1926).

 1934: Committee of Inquiry: This inquiry looked into the matters of Lake Horowhenua that

had been building over the past several years. Matters it examined included the loss of eel

weirs from 13 to 2 along the Hokio Stream once the drainage board had completed their work,

the weirs were never re-instated. The drainage works led to a permanent lower lake level

causing the once heavily vegetated and swamp to become dry and stony. This in turn reduced

native fish, including eel, habitat. Farmers that owned land adjacent to the lake were allowing

their stock to graze the de-watered zone. It was requested that farmers erect fences along the

de-watered zone. Farmers were also burning the remaining flax communities and ploughing

underneath them (White, 1998).

 1950: A modern sewage system was seen as a desirable and essential asset to the

community. Septic tanks within the town were beginning to fail due to population

increase and there was public outcry for a better sewage system. The new system

processed effluent through a series trickle filters and oxidation ponds before being

discharged directly into the lake (Gibbs, 2011).

 The council appointed an engineer, Mr Herring, with excellent experience to take

over from the consulting engineers. He found out that the consulting engineers were

not allowed to inspect pipe that the council had been stock piling since 1944. He

stated that the original recommended pipe size of 12 inches had been amended to 9

inches. He advised that the council that this would be totally inadequate and would

not be able to cope with future demands on the sewage system. Mr Herring was

replaced (The Chronicle, 1981).
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 1952 – 1953: The council appointed a new engineer to take over the field work. The

estimated cost had risen from 102,000 pounds in 1949 to 150,000 pounds. The work began.

 1954 +: The first recorded impacts of the newly developed sewage system emerged through

the stories of Ngati Pareraukawa. The proximity of the development was close to their marae,

homes and land that butted the lake. Over the next ten years there was a mass exodus of the

community from these lands. These people were unable to continue in sustaining themselves

as they used to as the waters were steadily becoming polluted. They could no longer bathe,

swim or collect drinking water. When members of the hapu set eel traps in the stream over the

autumn months to take advantage of the eel migration to sea, they spoke of toilet paper and

human faeces floating around them (Selby et al, 2010).

 1956: Reserves and Other Lands Disposal Act 1956: The Act declared ‘the bed of the lake,

the islands therein, the dewatered area and the strip of land one chain width around the

original margin of the lake…to be and to have always been owned by the Maori owners’ The

Act confirmed that the above were vested in trustees appointed by the Maori Land Court in

1951. The Act also secured public access to the reserve (White, 1998).

 1964: The town’s sewage system needed up-grading and concerns were being expressed

about the discharge into the lake. Mr J.J Tukupua sought a Supreme Court injunction against

Levin Borough Council discharging sewage into the lake.

 1965: Drainage problems were beginning to arise from accelerated land run off into storm

water drains. The storm water system of the town was re-engineered and the Queen Street

Drain became the main inflow and out flow drain into Lake Horowhenua (The Chronicle,

1981).

 1970 +: Ngati Pareraukawa began to actively engage with the local authorities and started to

lodge objections to the Manawatu Catchment Board regarding sewage discharge. The council

responded with the proposal of discharging the sewage into Hokio Stream. Of-course this was

completely offensive to the hapu and the proposal did not proceed. The council begun

exploring options of disposal on to land (Selby et al, 2010).

 1980 - 1981: The then Mayor Mr Jack Bolderson publically announced that the one major

problem facing Levin is its sewage system. At that point he proposed land disposal, direct

discharge into Hokio Stream or soak ponds into the stream (The Chronicle, 1981).

 The Horowhenua Lake Steering committee began investigating cleaning up of the

lake (The Chronicle, 1981).

 1987: Sewage was diverted away from the lake Horowhenua to a new on-land site known as

the ‘Pot’
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 2008: Lake Horowhenua still being polluted by sewage after the treatment ponds over flowed.

High levels of E.coli found in the ground water and ‘the wetted area’ between the sewage

treatment plant and the lake. The council admitted to building two huge make shift ponds on

paddocks outside the plant to try and contain the partly treated sewage; the council confirmed

that it did not seek resource consent from the regional council for the building of the ponds

(Norman, 2008).

 2009: Between December 2009 – February 2010 HDC breeched its resource consent twice at

the Pot and once at Levin Sewage Treatment Plant. On all occasions effluent and sewage

further contaminated the lake water.

 2011: A report written by Dr Max Gibbs told Horizons District Council that ‘in certain

conditions the lake water could be so toxic that it could kill a small child’.

 2012: Despite many intelligent and exhaustive reports being written, with highly credible

recommendations on how to rehabilitate Lake Horowhenua, and both the Regional and

District councils developing Long Term Plan changes, Lake Horowhenua continues to be in

the news on a regular basis. The news items are either focused on plans to clean the lake up,

plans not to clean the lake up, disputes between Muaupoko and the council, unlawful and

immoral treatment of both Maori and Pakeha, vandalism, pollutants entering the lake, toxic

algae blooms, over growth of weed and frustrated residents of Horowhenua region.

Discussion
The time line illustratively plots the story of environmental decline, showing both the cause and effect

of ‘development’ over a course of 150 years. The time line also sheds light how over this period the

culture of Horowhenua gradually changed from a Maori culture of living within nature with very strict

cultural rules and values, to a European culture that viewed nature as an aesthetically pleasing and

recreational entity but more importantly as a ‘resource’ to be used for growth and betterment.

The time line shows how this belief system impacted the ecological vitality of Lake Horowhenua

through its in-flows of groundwater and surface water streams through intensive land – use

modification, as well as a becoming a useful body of water to deal with the town’s urban and

industrial waste. The time line bares witness to Maori communities becoming fragmented and

gradually losing their rights and the natural environment to live in a traditional way.

Using Worsters Conceptual Model of Structural Relationships in Environmental History (1990) we

can summarise the individual elements that contributed to the decline of Lake Horowhenua. Although

the elements can be seen as separate, through the application of Worsters model the inter-

connectedness of these elements becomes clear.

Worster’s Conceptual Model of Structural Relationships in Environmental History
Worster uses three categories to identify structural relationships: Cognition, Production and Ecology.

His model can be used in an effective, yet simple way to illustrate how the environment can easily be
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viewed as a resource and degraded through production, as ideologies and belief systems alter. As all

three structures are related one can begin with any, however, for the purposes of this report Ecology

will begin.

Ecology – the natural environment of the past

From the many accounts both written and painted it is clear that Lake Horowhenua and its catchment

was a beautiful place. We know from these accounts it was densely forested, the water was rich in

aquatic life, the wetland and swamp areas were extensive and little had been done to modify the

natural ecology. The occupying tribes lived within nature; their very lives depended on maintaining

this relationship. Through such accounts Maori understood that they were a part of nature and nature

was a part of them. Lake Horowhenua and Hokio Stream was so abundant that little land- use

modification for food growing was required.

Maori had been living a subsistence existence, carefully managing their natural environment through

spiritual and cultural belief, and using surplus food for trade and barter. They clearly altered the

environment to some extent, with basic living needs such as housing, but despite these changes the

Lake and its surrounding land was preserved and still rich in diversity. The very fact that Lake

Horowhenua and Hokio Stream were jealously guarded and much blood was split over the occupation

of these lands goes in some way to demonstrate how sustaining the lake and its catchment was.

Evidently the Lake and the surrounding lands gave more than enough in the way of food and products

to maintain a well organised society. Possibly, with smaller population numbers that made up these

communities and little, if any connection to the industrialised movement of the Western World,

pressure to ‘exploit’ the natural resources was minimal. Therefore, despite having to fearlessly protect

the taonga, which would have brought great fear, sorrow and societal unrest, Maori clearly lived as a

sustainable community. The ‘untamed’ beauty first witnessed by European settlers was preserved and

revered.

Production – New technology that influenced rapid change and ecological decline

When the British first came to the Horowhenua district they were already well integrated into a

society that was growing rapidly into a production and profit driven culture. The early settlers would

have had a very different outlook on nature and its ‘uses’ than the existing Horowhenua Maori

communities. The European farmers immediately exploited the environment, knowing exactly what

needed to done and treated the environment as a resource. They felt this was an essential task to aid

progression, growth and development. Little attention was given to any possible impacts of their

actions.

The fertility and natural topography of the surrounding land was quickly recognised, modified for

production and utilised. From very early on the ethos of colonisation was to turn New Zealand into an

‘Imperial Farm’ and serve as an outpost farming community that produced food and other products to

export overseas and increase the wealth of the Dominion.

The knowledgeable and brave, pioneering farmers were greatly assisted with new technologies and

legislation that opened New Zealand up as a player in the international market. The technological

breakthrough of refrigeration allowed primary products such as meat and dairy to be exported. Along

with this advantageous advancement rail was implemented. Rail linked rural communities such as

Horowhenua with ports and opened up the possibility of trade, for previously isolated populations.

This factor coupled with good natural ‘resources’ saw the growth of Levin town and its surrounding
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rural land was sectioned up, and then sold to many different European and a small number of Maori

farming families. As the town grew basic infrastructure and other facilities sprang up alongside.

Chemical fertilisers such as superphosphate were already being used in Great Britain and proved to be

very useful on the New Zealand soils, in particular, for growing grass. To meet the needs of

increasing demand, a growing economy and population, farmers were encouraged to apply

superphosphate to their pastures, which in turn helped support a larger stocking rate.

Engineering technology of drainage saw the reclamation of Lake Horowhenua’s surrounding wetlands

and swamps, as well as the alterations of Hokio Stream which both impacted the eel fishery and

permanently lowered the level of the lake. This was seen as an essential operation to utilise ‘wasted’

land that could be used to increase production. These operations were also carried out to minimise the

risk of flooding surrounding farm land.

Cognition: The perception of nature held by two very different cultural groups
For the purpose of this report water will be used to illustrate the differing perception that Maori and

European cultures placed on water during in settlement times and to some extent, still do.

The attitudes of the European settlers contrasted vastly with those of Maori. Traditional Maori belief

is that water contains a life force, mauri, and the water in places such as Lake Horowhenua and Hokio

Stream was vital for the sustenance of life, both in body and spirit. When the life force of the water

became sick, the life force of people also became sick. Maori knew that if the water was abused in

some way there would be repercussions. In this way Maori viewed the Lake and stream as a taonga

and carried kaitiaki obligations for it.

Maori highly prized Lake Horowhenua and Hokio Stream for many of their fundamental resources as

well as spiritual rituals. The lake and stream were tapu. In order to preserve this water was categorised

into states so it could be used for symbolic cleansing, cleansing of the spirit, and for ordinary uses.

The purest of water, Waiora, could only be touched after great ritual prayer had taken place first

(Ward & Scarf, 1993).

When waters became mixed or a waste product, such as sewage was discharged into the water it was

considered a great cultural violation. For these purposes there were always areas of water that were

never exploited and areas that were used for dealing with pollution, however there was always

respect, foresight and ritual firmly in place to ensure sustainability (Ward & Scarf, 1993).

The early European settlers found the water to be plentiful, pure and convenient. Lake Horowhenua

stands as a classic example of how a once pristine lake can be turned into an ecological nightmare

through exploitation and differing perceptions.

Water was seen as an economic resource, to be exploited to further both growth of the individuals

assets and profit and the countries overall economy. Through lack of spiritual connection to the water

the beliefs of Maori were considered merely romantic or symbolistic of an era gone by. The mode of

thought surrounding water and the discharging of wastes thereof was ‘the solution to pollution is

dilution’.

Very little concern or thought was given to potential repercussions or the damage that would be done

to aquatic ecosystems through ‘development’. 90% of wetlands and swamps were drained across New

Zealand as well as intensive hydrological engineering works were carried out, in affect, to control and

utilise nature. It is only in recent years that the impacts of such decisions have been acknowledged
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and courageously brought to the public attention though both Pakeha and Maori groups, and yet still,

as in the case of Lake Horowhenua these violations continue to take place.

Conclusion
Lake Horowhenua could be seen as a microcosm of what has happened across New Zealand since

colonisation first begun. The bringing together of two vastly different cultures has resulted in both

environmental and social degradation. In an effort to try and understand why and how Lake

Horowhenua has become so degraded a holistic approach was adopted to view the situation as a

whole and look at the complete story. Through unravelling the past it became clear that Lake

Horowhenua became a victim of an invading culture based upon economic development through

exploitation for production and profit.

The European settlers did not come with the intention of destroying Lake Horowhenua but were

merely following an ethos of the time. It has become clear that such an ethos always results in winners

and losers. In the case of Lake Horowhenua it is the aquatic ecosystems and Maori that are the clear

losers, but in reality we are all losers, as biodiversity decline and the impacts of ill-managed land

intensification will eventually impact the entire population.

Many scientific reports focus on the current environmental issues and separate the lake from the

people. Although these reports are highly important and provide us with the source, nature and

impacts of the pollution, it is these groups of people who actually contribute and create the continuing

decline of Lake Horowhenua.

Many residents and local land owners appear to condone the activities of managing groups such as the

Horowhenua Domain Board, local and regional councils, who have been entrusted to care for Lake

Horowhenua and its catchment. Whether or not this is purely through ignorance of the situation, a

misguided trust, a feeling of being powerless, or a cultural view that the authorities know best or a

clinging to past colonial roots, is yet to be examined. However, as the time line shows there has been

civil unrest over the years and continues to be so, regarding the ecological health and ownership rights

of the Lake. Much, but not all of these objections, have come from Maori who have been violated of

their rights.

Unfortunately very little, despite the numerous scientific reports, public pressure and frequent press

appearances, appears to of changed for lake Horowhenua. Maybe with a greater understanding and

insight of the full story with a little compassion, the people of Levin and the surrounding towns may

take responsibility for their role in allowing the decline to continue. They hold the keys to unlocking a

brighter future for Lake Horowhenua in which they could once again be proud of.
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Recommendations
 An investigation needs to take place into why Horowhenua District Council continues

to allow the pollution of Lake Horowhenua.

 The community needs to be fully informed of the whole story, including the violated

rights of Maori and what the repercussions of what this has been, surrounding Lake

Horowhenua and advised on how they could make a difference.

 Regulations regarding sewage and effluent disposal need to be implemented and

adhered to. When consents are breeched action needs to be swift and those

responsible held accountable.

 All farmers must be educated and enforced on the importance of fencing off

waterways and re-planting the appropriate plants to help with filtration of fertilisers

and run-off. Farming is a business and must be treated as one.

 Farmers need help with fertiliser management and taught how best to use and apply

fertilisers. Sustainable land management practises need to be taught and the economic

benefits to the farmer and the environmental remunerations highlighted.

 Farmers have been able to pollute the waterways freely since early settlement; this is

an out dated mode of practice and needs change. Farmers need to be held accountable

for their pollution. It has been suggested that farmers could be forced to pay for their

pollution in an effort to encourage a more sustainable practice. Options need to be

explored.

 The external sources of phosphorus from the Queen Street Drain need to be filtered

out before reaching the lake.

 Muaupoko need recognition of their on-going struggles and frustration with the

authorities. History clearly shows they were discriminated against and still are.

 The environmental recommendations of reports such as Dr Max Gibbs, 2011, need to

be circulated and initiated.
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